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Where is the Greatest Need?

F

A letter from the Editor

requently I receive letters
from all over the world,
thanking me for the impact
our ministry has had on
them. They tell me stories of how
our missionaries and Bible courses
have not only changed their lives,
but the lives of their families and
friends. Many tell me stories of “how
lost” they were and how God went to
the end of the earth, in some of the
darkest places to find them. The fact
that our missionaries and materials
speak so many languages, means
they can go to every end of the globe.
I recently received one of these
testimonies from an inmate who,
though on death row, believed that
had it not been for prison, he may
have never found Christ. He told
me the story of how in his village,
though he often heard there were
religious people, they never spoke of
the Christ he met in prison. He also
lamented, now knowing what he knew
of Christianity, that all the “religious”
people he knew in his region, all
seemed to have a life inconsistent
with having found the hope and joy
he has found. They actually drove him
from any interest in religion.
He spoke of a life of addiction that
eventually led to the circumstances
that landed him on death row and
a sadness that, had he heard
the Gospel earlier in his life, he
4
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would have certainly avoided the
consequences he now faced. He said
he often dreams that in that life he
would have become a missionary...to
“people like him.”
This type of testimony is conveyed
to me and translated from many languages and from all around the world
over and over. But this one didn’t
need translation, in fact it came to me
from right here in the United States.
How is that even possible, that here
in America, today, this man was never
presented with an opportunity to hear
the Gospel? How is it possible that
the only religious people he knew
were lukewarm at best, probably hypocrites? With all the opportunities, all
the churches, all the ministries, how
is it that prison was his first exposure
to real Christians?
This is why we at SLM are committed
to make disciples. Strong, mature
Christians, who will be fed and grow in
growing local churches. We do this all
around the world, through committed
nationals and missionaries.
We often get the question, “Where
is the greatest need?” The answer
is not a simple one, there are great
needs all around the world. But have
you ever been curious, with all the
talk of needs around the world for
missionaries, which country in the
world actually receives the most foreign missionaries? Immediately our

Summer Interns discussing Social Media use with SLM USA Missionaries.

minds are drawn to the “hotspots”
of Asia or Africa. Certainly, they make
the top 10 list, but according to a
study in 2010 in the Atlas for Global
Christianity, the US has received
32,400 foreign missionaries, making
it number one of countries receiving
foreign missionaries. The closest
second receiving country of foreign
missionaries was Brazil with 20,000
(to put things into context).
Surprising? Well that statistic is
seven years old, but the number has
increased even more since then. So
why the US? What would draw that
many foreigners to the US as missionaries? Well, there are some obvious
factors that contribute to this, like
the nearly 500 people groups here
in the US which would afford endless
opportunities to reach these micro

cultures within the US, who often
cluster in large central localities. One
of the largest examples in the US
are Brazilians reaching Brazilians in
the Northeast US. But many others
are focusing on reaching their own
people groups around North America.
But the most concerning factor of
the influx of foreign missionaries into
North America is perhaps what it says
about the spiritual state of the church
in America. Do you think if these foreign countries felt North America was
adequately reaching both their own
citizens as well as their immigrants,
they would feel the need or compulsion to come? If they felt that the
church was strong and healthy, fully
functioning they would see any need
to use their resources here? Or would
they send them elsewhere?

   sourcelight.org   /slmin.us   @slmin
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SLM North America

W
Ron Barnes speaks to Students at Piedmont International University.

You see, there is a lot of work yet to
do here in North America, which is
why Source of Light, besides having
missionaries around the world, also
has missionaries reaching “home!”
This edition of the Reaper focuses
on the variety of ministries SLM
is doing here throughout North
America. Besides our International
Headquarters, we have teams
throughout the US focusing on different geographic regions in the US.
Each Branch supports the work
of the local church and often are
involved at various levels of church
planting. We provide resources and
training for everything from children’s
pre-evangelism to adult discipleship
as well as Bible college level curriculum using our Ezra and World Wide
Bible Institutes. We go into schools,
6
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camps, prisons, fairs...and the list
goes on. Anywhere we can go to
share the Good News and see people
grow in their faith.
It is our hope that these stories will
encourage you, too, to recognize
the needs around you and maybe
challenge you even more to reach
your Jerusalem and Judea and
to recognize that the “Greatest
Need,” is that God would use you,
where you are.

hat an awesome
task to reach
North America
for Christ! According to World
Population Review, there are approximately 377 million people living in
just the three areas: Canada, the
Caribbean, and the United States.
Many have never heard about the
good news of the Gospel. Source of
Light partners with many churches,
Christian organizations, and even
families to help them be effective
in their efforts to serve Christ. The
seven Branch offices, along with our
headquarters in Madison, Georgia,
spend their time evangelizing and discipling people for Christ and training
others to do the same. We have over
400 Associate Discipleship Schools
just in the United States. Whether
they have many students (some as
large as 40,000 students) or just a
few (on average 50 active students),
they are performing the important job
of reaching and discipling millions
for Christ.

Key Facts about our Branches
in North America:
After years of serving as a
pastor, teacher, and church
planting missionary, Rev.
Ron J. Barnes Jr. now serves
as the General Director and
CEO for SLM.

1. SLM Canada is a family operation
for the Homotowskis. They also
serve to supply Child Evangelism
Fellowship in Canada with their
follow-up materials.

2. SLM Kansas serves both English
and Spanish-speaking students
from their office just outside
Wichita, Kansas.

3. Bible Studies By Mail is located in
Las Cruces, New Mexico. Their
robust staff of volunteers help
the Evans to work with thousands
in the Southwest (many of whom
are incarcerated).

4. SLM Alabama has been with SLM
for many years. Marjorie Hall and
her daughter, Jean Steelman, use
help from their church to grade
the students’ lessons.

5. SLM Haiti is partnering with
churches to distribute and grade
approximately 40,000 lessons
a year.

6. SLM Jamaica uses a Bible bookstore as a hub for the ministry
of discipleship and evangelism.
They offer free lessons to schools
as well on the eastern end of
the island.

7. Follow the Source is near Treasure
Beach on the southwestern
side of Jamaica. They use the
lessons in the public schools
to reach hundreds of children.
The teachers work with them to
distribute the lessons.

   sourcelight.org   /slmin.us   @slmin
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Restocking the shelves with courses in Haiti.

SLM materials offer hope and help
to those who need more of Christ.
The Madison Discipleship School
receives so many letters from
students telling us about the impact
the lessons and the discipleship of
our graders have had in their lives.
Gabriel, one of our students, said
“I believe that after reading this
lesson I have realized that I had not
been born again but now through this
study I could understand a little better
what the Bible says about being born
again and I have put my faith in Jesus
Christ and in His Word and I know
that by faith that I can be born again
right now, believing in Jesus Christ.”
Bible study lessons provide a wonderful opportunity to bring disciples
to the path of following Jesus Christ.
One of the best offerings we have for
8
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Volunteers in Madison responding to the courses sent in from prisoners around the US.

evangelism is Who is Jesus Christ?
This booklet confronts the reader
with the Gospel helping them to recognize the need to decide about who
Jesus claimed to be and what to do
about their sin problem. It is easy to
hand out and will give you opportunity
for follow up.
Another effective way to help people
grow in the Lord is to share with
them the course, Practical Christian
Living. The 24 lessons cover a range
of topics that are important in having
a close relationship with our Savior.
A person’s attitude and reactions
are so critical in maintaining a good
Christian testimony. Lessons cover
anger, bitterness, forgiveness, and
more. This series concludes with
the proper attitude of stewardship
towards time, money, and talents.

If you’re looking for ways to get
involved, come see Source of Light’s
discipleship program in action!
Every year over 100 people come to
work at the home office’s Madison
Discipleship School. They help us with
the lessons, but more importantly
they get a close look at the impact of
the program. Through grading lessons
and learning exactly how to disciple
through correspondence, many have
overcome fears and returned home
with a renewed burden for reaching
souls for Christ.
There are many Associate Discipleship
Schools across the North American
region that are accomplishing
magnificent work. These schools find
ways to minister to the specific set
of people God has put in their path.
They may be reaching people through

the local homeless shelter, or nursing
home. Some have carved out a
specific group to work with in their
community (i.e. Amish or Jewish). A
lot of times all it takes is someone
with a burden or vision to reach the
lost. SLM has the tools to fulfill those
leadings from the Lord. The Bible tells
that the harvest truly is plenteous,
but the laborers are few; there are
simply not enough workers. Pray with
us that He will send more in His fields
to help us.

After years of youth ministry
and church planting, Brian
Thompson now serves as
Regional Director for North
America and Madison
Discipleship School.
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Changing Hearts in America’s Heartland

W

hat
in
the
world is going
on at the ministry of Source of
Light Kansas?
Recently, we have celebrated our
31st year of ministry which led me
to reminisce back through the years
to see what God the Father has done
with the ministry over these years.
The ministry of Source of Light,
Kansas began under the leadership
of Herman and Lula Klaassen in
March of 1986. This couple began a
Bible discipleship ministry in a spare
bedroom of their two-bedroom apartment. The first year of operation they
provided 1,300 Bible lessons free
of charge to anyone who requested
them. During that first year, the volunteers processed the answer sheets
with eight individuals indicating that
they had received the Lord Jesus
Christ as their personal Savior.

1,000 square feet, located near the
post office. By 1996, it was apparent
that the location was getting too
small to accommodate the volunteers
and the work. We began looking
for another building and found one
that was vacant. An agreement was
struck that we would purchase it in
cash within a year. That year all our
man-made attempts to promote and
raise funds failed. God waited until
43 days before closing and then
opened the windows of Heaven! God
touched hearts and moved people to
give until we had to “announce” that
the project was completed. The total
God provided was over our purchase
price! The building was purchased in
December, 1999, and we moved in
and began operations on Monday,
January 17, 2000. This is our current
location of 3,100 square feet with
enough room to grow and expand
as needed.

The ways the Lord has grown this
ministry is absolutely amazing! In
1986, the ministry began in that small
bedroom which was about 150 square
feet. Three years later, the ministry
moved to a two-bedroom apartment
in the complex that the Klaassen’s
owned and lived in. The size of the
apartment was approximately 500
square feet. Three years after that,
the ministry was moved downtown to
a five-room office building which was

In 1995, the Lord opened the door
to begin ministering in the Spanish
language. Within two years, the
Lord brought in two individuals to
assist in grading. The Lord built
the team up to twelve people to
minister to the Spanish students.
These individuals, who were led
by the Lord to serve with us as
disciplers, were retired missionaries
from the following countries: Mexico,
Colombia, Venezuela, Peru, Paraguay,

10
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Leon Scott at his desk at Source of Light Kansas.

Guatemala, and Panama. Also we
have a Spanish discipler from Ohio.
The Lord was very good in providing
many volunteers capable of thinking
and conversing in Spanish over
the years to affect the lives of the
disciples. However, many of our
volunteers have left the ministry
through health reasons and by being
taken home to be with the Lord.
Currently, we have three disciplers
instructing the students. Their ages
range from early 80’s to 100 (this
volunteer celebrated this milestone
in July).
What is our Heavenly Father doing
today you may ask. We are ministering
to over 500 individuals monthly of
whom the majority are incarcerated
in county jails or detention centers,
state and federal correctional

institutions, and a few ICE holding
facilities. In many of the institutions
we are ministering in English
and Spanish with Bible lessons,
additional material such as tracts,
self-produced monographs explaining
material in the lessons, and portions
of the Daily Bread devotions.
Also, we are learning to continue to
trust in our Heavenly Father for the
provisions for the various aspects of
ministry. In the spring of 2016, one
of the air conditioners’ compressor
broke down and could not be repaired.
The remaining unit has a Freon leak in
the “A” coil which requires recharging
in the spring to be able for use.
At this writing, we have approximately
80% of the funds in hand and trust
that this project should be completed
by the time you read this.

   sourcelight.org   /slmin.us   @slmin
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Reaching the Ends of the Earth

P
Volunteer in the Kansas office responding to student questions.

In addition to the need to have the
heating and air conditioning systems
replaced, the parking lot is in need of
repairing and surface coating.
In the spring of 2017, we took the
initiative to contact all of the county
jails in Kansas to inquire if Source
of Light Kansas could provide Bible
lessons to those who desire to study
them. We have received a good
response from the smaller facilities.
Our mission at Source of Light
Kansas is to evangelize, disciple, and
encourage in the Lord each individual whom God has entrusted to us
through correspondence, referrals,
the local church, and other sources
over which we are stewards as
God provides.

12
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What is the ministry in need
of at the present time?
1. The ability to rest in the Lord
Jesus and wait on Him to
complete His purpose in all the
people involved in this ministry.

2. The

need for younger and
proficient workers for various
service opportunities.

3. The need for financial resources
is a constant reminder of our
dependence on our Heavenly
Father.
Following graduation
from Tennessee Temple
University, Leon Scott,
moved to Newton, Kansas
where he has served as
Director of SLM Kansas.

astoral transitions are
challenging for a local church,
but in the Tennessee Valley
one church is fulfilling their new
vision through a partnership with SLM
in the establishment of an Associate
Discipleship School. Pastor Ben
Graham is leading the Grace Baptist
Church of Chattanooga, Tennessee
with a new vision statement for the
Church. The statement reads, ”Grace
Baptist Church is a redeemed community. We gather, grow, and go in
the power of the Holy Spirit to glorify
God.” It is in the third point of the
vision statement where SLM has
intersected in partnership to assist
in meeting this vision. The statement
continues, “We go as Christ’s body,
His hands and feet to carry out the
Great Commission and living out the
Great Commandments in our own
backyard and around the world.” This
“Go” element is where the partnership teams up.

these members to become disciple
makers. They were instructed in
the areas of grading lessons and
discipling through their important
comments and observations. This
ministry is continuing to develop
through a meeting with the chaplain of
the prison where future discipleship
can occur in the Spanish language.

The church agreed to partner with SLM
in reaching the Walker State Prison
as an initial outreach that would
blossom and grow to other avenues
in the community. The senior Sunday
school class, Maranatha, formed a
team that would be trained to disciple
inmates through correspondence.
Brian Thompson, of the SLM Madison
Discipleship Training Branch and
Regional Director of North America
of SLM, devoted a day of training for

Partnerships with the children’s minis
try and the Chinese church, “Chinese
Christian Church of Chattanooga,”
are currently in development as well.
At this writing, a summer Vacation
Bible School is being planned in
partnership with an inner-city church,
Faith United Baptist Church. The
children will be invited to study the
lessons through correspondence
and Grace will grade the lessons and
then train the team at Faith to groom

As this ministry develops in the
Spanish language, SLM has agreed
to train and support the disciple
makers of Grace’s Spanish Church.
Deacon Miguel Perez is shepherding
the congregation, “Gracia de Dios,”
and will be forming a team to promote
discipleship through the use and
grading of the lessons. This will allow
the congregation to be discipled
as well as discipling others in the
Tennessee Valley. But the partnership
does not end there. Two other areas
of ministry are being developed for
this summer.

   sourcelight.org   /slmin.us   @slmin
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Miguel Perez officiates a baptism at Gracia de Dios Spanish church.

a team of their own. The Chinese
church is a brand-new relationship
and will follow the vision of the
Spanish ministry in launching their
own partnership with the School of
Discipleship at Grace.
As SLM seeks to partner with
churches to create Associate
Discipleship Schools, the shared
vision is important to remember. SLM
comes alongside the local church to
assist in the discipling of unbelievers
and new believers for the nurturing of
the church. This can be accomplished
in the penal system as well as
through established local church
ministries. Partnering to serve ethnic
communities is also an advantage
that SLM can offer. The School of
Discipleship at Grace desires to lead
to salvation the youth in the Spanish
14
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and Chinese churches and equip
those who are growing in their faith
to be leaders and reproduce. These
avenues of church nurturing can be
achieved through prayer.
Prayer is of the essence for this new
A.D.S. Here is how you can pray for
this new ministry. The Walker State
Prison is in need of direct help in
the areas of biblical life mentoring
and substance abuse mentoring.
Please pray for the Grace team to
catch this vision as the lessons are
being studied by the inmates. The
chaplain is also asking for advanced
Bible classes from SLM’s WWBI. A
minimum of thirteen students are
required to form a class. Pray that
financial support can be raised to
start this elective in the prison and
that a teacher or educational media

School of Discipleship students at Chinese Christian Church of Chattanooga, Tennessee.

be secured to teach these men. As
this ministry is an on-going ministry
of The School of Discipleship at
Grace, they are seeking to expand
and nurture other ministries of the
Grace family.
They covet prayers for the continued development of the Spanish,
children’s and Chinese partnerships
with SLM this summer. In June, the
Spanish leadership at Gracia de Dios
will be introducing the Bible lessons
to the church and looking for volunteers to be graders and be involved
in taking the lessons themselves.
Miguel and his team will be trained
in using the SLM materials and then
grading any lessons that will come
to the School by correspondence in
Spanish. The VBS will also provide
an opportunity for new students

to be followed up after the week of
activities. Pray for new volunteers
to be added to the teams at Faith
United and Grace. And pray for the
new Chinese pastor at the Chinese
Christian Church as he shepherds
the flock in Chattanooga.
“Any church that is not seriously
involved in helping fulfill the Great
Commission has forfeited its
biblical right to exist.”
—OSWALD J. SMITH

Let’s all take on the challenge
and “GO!”
After 20 years of Church
Planting and Leadership
in Central Europe and the
Middle East, Scotte Staab
serves as Regional Director
for Europe and Asia.
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To All Nations

Missionary Highlight: THE WEIDMANS
By Emily P. Meyer

JONATHAN & ANNA WEIDMAN

Source of Light International in Madison, Georgia operates and
ministers to each of its missionaries without any administrative
fees charged. We rely solely on gifts and regular donations in
the same way as any of our missionaries, purely by faith. In order
to continue to operate this way, we are asking God, by faith, to
raise up new individuals, churches, and foundations to support
the work of the home office through the Global Outreach Fund.
Would you prayerfully consider partnering with SLM through
the Global Outreach Fund?

16
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Global Outreach Fund

Jonathan and Anna Weidman both
grew up in Christian homes. Anna
accepted Jesus Christ as Savior at
the age of twelve. They were introduced to Source of Light Ministries
more than twenty-five years ago
when SLM missionaries visited their
church in Pennsylvania. A few years
later Jonathan gave his life to Jesus.
Soon thereafter they felt that the Lord
wanted them to use their abilities in
the ministry of Source of Light. This
was reinforced when in 2014 they
took their youngest daughter, Ashley,
to participate in SLM’s ten-month
Extreme Assignment Program and
volunteered for a week in various
departments of the ministry.
During the following months the Lord
brought various events into their lives
to show them that they can depend
on Him to lead them to service at
SLM. Then they contacted SLM and
their church leadership and let them

know of their desire to serve at SLM.
Since then they have completed
applications, visited the mission
for more orientation, started taking
some of the SLM Bible correspondence courses, prepared presentations, and made contacts. They are
amazed to see how God is bringing
people to them who want to be part
of their prayer and support team as
they follow His leading.
Their desire is to help people come to
know Jesus Christ as Savior and grow
in Him through using their abilities in
His service at SLM.
We are excited that the Lord is leading Jonathan and Anna to join SLM
in much-needed areas. He will be
working in Maintenance and Anna
in Discipleship. If you would like to
learn more about them or be part of
their support team, you may contact
them at: jweidman@slmin.org.

   sourcelight.org   /slmin.us   @slmin
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SLM Canada

J

oe and Penny Homontowski
knew God wanted them in
full-time ministry for many
years before He made the
way clear for them. The
Homontowskis have been serving
the Lord through Source of Light
Ministries International for sixteen
years, twelve of those reaching North
America in the country of Canada.
Though not native to Canada, God
showed them the way north step
by step.
The
Homontowskis
researched
potential locations for a Discipleship
Training Branch until finally settling
on Saskatoon, Saskatchewan  —  a
western Canadian city. During several
years of training and deputation,
God led them to contact Western
Tract Mission in Saskatoon, which
was already using the Mailbox
Club materials. This mission was
instrumental in sponsoring them to
get into Canada. After Joe and Penny
finally were able to make their way to
their new home in January of 2005,
they partnered with WTM to help them
run their established Mailbox Club
and to use their building for storage
of the lessons they brought up
from Georgia.
Living in Canada is quite a different
experience with the first snow often
coming in October and not going away
until possibly April or May! Natives
of Wisconsin and Michigan, Joe and
18
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Penny are not normally bothered
by cold and snow, but after living in
Florida and Georgia for the previous
sixteen years, the weather was a
bit of a shock that first week (–50
degrees Fahrenheit).
The weather may often be cold, but
the Homontowskis met many warm
hearts excited for their arrival and the
integration of a wide variety of Bible
correspondence courses to ship
across the expansive Canadian landscape. Because they did not need
to start from scratch establishing a
distribution office and mailing list,
Joe and Penny saw nearly immediate
results and expansion of the current
mailing list. Those beginning years
were exciting times.
Along with a warm office full of happy
volunteers, Joe and Penny also joined
a close church family for which they
are incredibly grateful. They help in
the AWANA program and Joe preaches
regularly. Penny was a co-Sunday
School Superintendent for five years.
Their fellow church members provide
the family they often miss, since their
three grown sons, daughters-in-law,
and five grandchildren still live in
the States. Their church family often
provides support to help them with
office work, office construction projects, and even fundraising. The most
recent blessing was when they were
able to freely use the church building
to host a hymn “Singspiration” and

Joe Homontowski in Source of Light Canada’s literature storeroom.

dessert night raising nearly $3,000
for postage!
God’s grace and blessings in those
first years were so important to
establishing this growing ministry.
The Homontowskis have now transitioned away from WTM, who gave
SLM the established Mailbox Club,
to establish their own Branch office
and continue the work of reaching
Canada with God’s Word.
What does Source of Light in Canada
look like? The driving force is the
Mailbox Club reaching hundreds of
adults and children across every
Canadian province. Churches often
use the materials for children’s
ministries and small group studies.
Prisoners and nursing home residents use their free time learning
God’s Word.

Source of Light Canada does use
some unique methods to keep their
faithful students engaged. One example is the acquisition of hundreds of
Sugar Creek Gang books. Joe and
Penny use these books as incentives to expand the mailing list. Any
student who submits five names and
addresses can earn one book. There
are thirty-six books in the series. One
13-year-old boy from Ontario was able
to acquire the entire series over a
period of two years by submitting five
names and addresses with each of
his lessons!
Another unique way to engage students in addition to the regular Source
of Light material is the Good News
Express. The Good News Express is
a quarterly brochure including a short
devotional by Penny and creative
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Projects

Student Drawings.

drawings and poems submitted by
Mailbox Club students. It is geared
for young people, ages 16 and under,
featuring Josh the Mouse. Joe and
Penny have found this to be a great
way to retain students and encourage
interaction, making the Mailbox Club
more personalized and engaging.
A 13-year old from Ontario included
the following testimony when she
sent her first lesson that she received
because of the contest.

20

about. I’m excited about it. I, too,
am one of God’s children, and
I think the Club is a wonderful
way to spread the Good News!
Thank you! May God bless you
all real good.
Sincerely,
Hannah H.
Pray for our health, support, and
more opportunities to reach throughout Canada.

Claudy Jean Baptiste

Manuel and Ruth Lopez

Location: HAITI

Location: MEXICO

$18,500 is still needed to complete

$16,000 is needed to finish the

the construction of a home and SLM
office. Our Director, Claudy Jean
Baptiste, has been paying rent for
their home and office in an unsafe
area of Port-au-Prince, Haiti. This
project will allow them to save money
on not having to pay rent and they
will have an office from which to have
those who use the SLM Bible lessons
to come for training and to pick up
more lessons for the many students.
This amount includes concrete and
metal for the roof, $6,300 ; electrical
and plumbing supplies, $2,300 ;
plaster and laying of the plaster,
$1,600 ; ceramic, $1,800 ; door,
window, and wrought iron, $2,500 ;
closing and barrier, $2,800 ; and
unexpected costs, $1,200.

construction of the second floor of Dio
es Amor Church and School. This will
allow them to have the much-needed
space for the school and the many
activities of the church. The students
in the special needs School and the
members of the Dio es Amor Church
will benefit from the added space of
the second floor and they will have
more room for their VBS outreach and
youth programs. An elevator that will
accommodate a wheelchair is much
needed. The cost for the elevator will
be $2,000 in addition to $14,000
for the doors, windows, bathroom
fixtures, electricity and wiring, and
the ceiling.

Don and Elaine Schiffer

Dear Club,

Location: JAMAICA

I just want to thank you for
starting the club. I love receiving
mail just for myself. With school
coming to a close I didn’t know
what I’d do all summer long,
except work. Well, the Mailbox
Club gave me something to think

$10,000 is needed to build Phase 1
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Serving as Director of
SLM Canada since 2005,
Joe Homontowski, is also
actively involved with
AWANA, music, and pulpit
ministries in the area.

of a Security Fence around the
property. The current fence is rapidly
decaying. This security fence will
be the first of multiple layers. It is
necessary for the safety of those who
volunteer as well as the SLM Director.
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Spotlight: NEW MEXICO
By Emily P. Meyer

Projects
DARRYL & JOAN EVANS

It’s rather comical, but many
Americans often ask if they need a
passport to visit New Mexico. Darryl
and Joan Evans don’t need a passport to come out of their home in Las
Cruces, New Mexico, but their efforts
travel beyond their borders to impact
the world for the Kingdom of Christ.
They’ve been serving with SLM for 17
years with Darryl as the Director and
Joan as the Office Administrator for
their work with Bible Studies By Mail.
Using SLM Bible Correspondence
Courses and Tracts, they send these
resources to whomever requests
them, whether it’s from walk-ins, phone
calls, a written letter, or an email.
Over 2,000 students are actively
studying the Bible with the materials
their office sends out. Approximately
500 of these are inmates in the USA.
Darryl and Joan are really good about
connecting international requests to
the appropriate country’s office when
22
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emails for resources come into their
website. They have also seen the
Lord’s providence and grace in getting
these items into people’s hands that
don’t have such connection points.
The Evans ask that supporters pray
for them to continue to be diligent
in their daily personal walks with
Christ as they seek Him first, and
that they would remain steadfast
in fixing their eyes on Him as they
purpose to follow Him faithfully and
fearlessly through whatever the Lord
graciously sends their way day-by-day.
They also ask for people to faithfully
pray for their students by keeping up
with their weekly prayer and praise
report, which can be requested at
edjlevans@gmail.com.

AED Defibrillator

Golf Cart

Location: MADISON, GA

Location: MADISON, GA

$1,000 each is needed as we strive to
make our work environment as safe
as possible. No one can anticipate
heart attacks, and we want to be
able to respond in an emergency.
Please pray for God to provide for the
purchase of multiple AEDs.

$2,000 is needed for our House
keeping Department. We host hundreds of volunteers each year and
this puts a tremendous strain on
housekeeping staff. A golf cart would
greatly speed up the process of
caring for our guest houses.

One-Ton Dump Truck

Copier

Location: MADISON, GA

Location: MADISON, GA

$20,000 is needed for our Main

$6,000 is needed for a copy machine.
Over the years we have received
and used many donated, but heavily
used copiers. We depend on these
machines so it is time we invest
in one intended for the heavy use it
will receive.

tenance Department to replace the
dump truck that has long outlasted
its usefulness.

PR Computer Equipment
Location: MADISON, GA
$2,500 is needed for computer
equipment for the Public Relations
Department. We are constantly de
veloping new ways of advertising our
literature and need to improve our
computer and software. Incorporating
video and photos into our website,
blogs, and social media requires
equipment that is both versatile and
robust to share SLM’s message.

Electronic Entry System
Location: MADISON, GA
$2,250 is needed for an Electronic
Entry System. We continue to see
violence and the threat of violence
increase here on American soil.
Churches and ministries have
become a specific target, and we
have been working to better our security to ensure the protection of our
office staff.
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Spotlight: Hyderabad, INDIA

Spotlight: Hyderabad, INDIA

By Emily P. Meyer

By Emily P. Meyer

CHRISTUDAS EARLA with Ron Barnes.

DODLA WILSON with a group he ministers to in the Tribal Regions.

Looking at a world map, India appears
to obviously occupy a large mass
of land. But it isn’t until you start
learning about individual places that
it sinks in just how large a nation this
vast region hosts. Christudas and
Martha Earla serve in the tribal and
rural village region near Hyderabad,
which is the capital of India’s southern
state, Telangana, Chhattisgarh, and
parts of Orissa, region. This area
occupies 250 square miles of the
Musi River and with its metropolitan
population included, it homes over
7.75 million people. “The City of
Pearls” as it is called is like India’s
second Hollywood as its major
industry is film making.
The Earlas, however, have spiritual
pearls and a story to showcase of their
own with their Gospel focused work
with the tribal side of this diversely
populated area. They joined SLM in
2008 as church planters, trainers
24
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of local church leaders, and disciple
makers. Currently, they oversee 54
other leaders who are serving in
these tribal areas. Their work serves
orphans and church planter trainers.
Their vision is to build a Training
Center where they will be able to host
the church planters for training and to
serve at risk children through a farm
and a camp.
For the work they do with the 54
Leaders, they need an additional
$300 in monthly support; to sustain
and grow their ministry of Gospel
for All People DTB, they need an
additional $350 a month; and for the
land to build the training and outreach
center, they need a God-sized sum of
$160,000. As you support them in
prayer for these wonderful endeavors
for the Lord with SLM’s resources
being put to good use, please
consider offering tangible support for
these needs as well.

Given that Hyderabad, India is so
large, the efforts that SLM is investing
in these people is large as well.
Dodla and Vedakumari Wilson also
serve in the remote tribal regions in
the borders of Andra Pradesh State,
India. Hyderabad is the fifth largest
GDP area in all of India. Even with big
pharmaceutical and biotechnological
companies that have moved in to give
this area a nickname of “Genome
Valley,” there are still many people
who have often been overlooked and
are considered “the least of these,”
that remain on the outskirts.
The Wilson family started serving as
disciple makers in 1981 and he has
been the leader of the Central Zone
since 2001. It can be difficult to gain
entrance and immersion into the tribal
areas outside of Hyderabad, but God
used Dodla to start 12 village tribal
churches and he has been working
with them faithfully as he uses SLM

resources to train leaders and disciple
new believers. The Wilsons work
diligently in medical camps, serving
and helping impoverished children,
planting and aiding churches, and
in leadership training. Their current
financial support of $200 a month
greatly limits what they can do.
But with $1,000 more in monthly
support, they can offer more help
towards growing the 12 churches
Dodla started and have enough for
very necessary travel funds. Will you
pray for this family as they continue
to offer their time and talents to
reach these seven tribal people
groups and will you consider offering
financial support to help multiply
their efforts?
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Spotlight: ALABAMA

What’s New at SLM

By Emily P. Meyer

New Website Release
sourcelight.org — This summer we’ve
been working hard to transition to an
updated version of our website. It will
feature an attractive new look easily
viewed on mobile devices allowing us
to make better connections through
updated stories and social media.

Looking for a Gap Year,
a way to study and serve
God for a year, or just
some inspiration?
Join

Online Course Development

MARJORIE JORDAN ISBILL HALL

Settled in Mobile, Alabama, Director
of the Alabama Discipleship Training
Branch of SLM’s work, Marjorie
Jordan Isbill Hall, has been dedicated
to the Lord’s work for some 26 years.
Marjorie understands the importance
of efficiency, community, and team
work. She oversees sending lessons
to students and grading them. But
she brings others along with her to
not just get the job done, but to get
it done together. She has linked arms
with ladies from her church who get
together to grade the lessons while
enjoying fellowship and helping one
another. Marjorie’s daughter, Jean,
inputs the grades in the computer and
keeps the records. Their faithfulness
and consistency in meeting the needs
of their students is notable.
The fact that Marjorie has continued
serving in this role well into her 90’s is
a major testament to her dedication
to what God is doing through SLM
26
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and His blessing upon it. The free
Bible lessons that they send out go
to people ages three years through
adulthood. Interestingly, more are
sent out of state than in state, which
is a great indication of the vision
beyond borders that SLM has for
training people in God’s Word. As you
pray for the good work that God is
doing through this area of ministry,
ask God for good health for Marjorie
and her teammates, students for
mission, and spiritual growth in the
students who are participating in
these lessons.

slmcourses.com (BETA) — We are in
the midst of publishing our
courses online with the same
purpose and vision as our
printed material so that we
can continue to not just put
the Gospel in the hands of
people around the world,
but also have them enter
into discipleship relationships. Pray for the last few
details to come together
to make this extremely
useful tool for areas that
have been hit with high
material costs as well as
ability to offer courses to
many more people around
the world.

Take Bible Institute Classes,* learn various
aspects of missions from experienced missionaries,
and take a mission trip at the end of the semester.
All for only $8,000, plus raise support for the mission trip.
Visit: sourcelight.org/opportunities/extreme-assignment/
Contact Brenda Barnes:	
bbarnes@slmin.org
706.342.0397
*Extreme Assignment is accepted as up to 4 semesters of credit at four various Bible Colleges.

Praise
u Manuel and Ruth Lopez, Directors of the SLM Mexico Discipleship
Training Branch, praise the Lord that
all of the money needed for the church
elevator has been provided. This will
enable their handicapped students to
access the newly added second floor
of the church building.
u The Ivory Coast SLM Branch,
directed by Isaiah Bernasko, rejoices
in God’s provision of motorbikes for
pastors in two areas, Dabou and
Vovoua, where they are planting new
churches.
u Nelsen Cyrus, Director of SLM
Liberia, is also praising the Lord for
the provision of funds for a vehicle for
their ministry.
u Pablo and Dalia Correa, working
with SLM Peru, rejoice that God has
provided them with a vehicle and that
He has opened the way for them to
receive assistance for their medical
needs.
u Daniel Sappor, SLM Branch
Director in Ghana, is rejoicing that
his Adopt-A-School program has had
a successful launch with over 200
students enrolled thus far this year.
They are praying that they will have
500 students enrolled and doing SLM
Bible lessons by the end of 2017.
u SLM national missionaries in
Nigeria, Sanya & Bosun Dosunmu,
were so encouraged by the donation
toward their generator project. The
generator will be a huge blessing to
their ministry. They trust the Lord that
the remainder of the funds needed
will be provided as well. The State
28
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Prayer
Government approved their school
in one month, rather than the usual
three to six months. Now they will be
able to include Source of Light Bible
courses in their curriculum.

u PhilSOL, SLM’s Discipleship
Training Branch in the Philippines, is
asking God for provisions to buy property and build a main office complex.

u Charlie Notarte, a national mis
sionary with PhilSOL in the Philippines,
praises the Lord for his recovery thus
far from a life threatening case of
dehydration. Though not completely
back to 100% health, he has now
been released to travel.

u Red and Sheryl Dizon, national
missionaries with PhilSOL in a prison
in the Philippines, had a small income
producing project that has been
disrupted. They are in great need of
monthly support particularly to be
able to care for their children’s educa
tional needs.

u Florence Lim praises the Lord
that SLM Singapore now has seven
mission partners in the Philippines,
up from just one about eight years
ago. They praise the Lord that they
have been able to get some long
pending projects activated.

u Please pray for ongoing funding
for printing needs in India. There are
certain courses, New Life in Christ,
and the lesson, Who is Jesus Christ,
that are highly effective in this culture, but it is hard to maintain adequate stock.

u Praise the Lord for the interns
that served at Source of Light this
summer from various colleges. They
were able to start the project of
putting the Bible lessons online.

u SLM Ghana has an urgent need
to upgrade their northern sector office to prevent flooding. They are praying that God will provide the $15,000
for the needed renovation.

u SLM Togo received funds needed for a well to provide water for the
orphanage and also the provision to
build new sanitation facilities when
the former facilities collapsed.

u SLM Ivory Coast Director, Isaiah
Bernasko, asks us to pray that God
will revive a relationship with a former Bible lesson distributor so that a
work that was started in Guinea will
be resumed.

u A blind man in Uganda recently
received one of our Papyrus Players
that enables a person who is blind
or illiterate to receive Bible teaching
orally. He was so appreciative for the
device and how it has enriched his life.
u Many volunteers provide hundreds of hours a year in service to
SLM. They help in many areas, such
as the Print Shop, Maintenance, and
the Madison Discipleship School.

u Sika Yawo, SLM Director in Togo,
West Africa, asks us to pray for two
villages where they are attempting to
plant churches. Both of these villages are very hostile to the Gospel. In
faith, Sika has begun raising funds
for church buildings in these villages.
They are praying that God will provide
funding for the salaries of two resident
pastors in these villages. Pray that
God will open hearts to the Gospel.

u James Byakika, the Director of
SLM Uganda, is praying for a vehicle
for his ministry. He struggles with
back issues that are aggravated by
travel by motorcycle on rough roads.
He was in a motorbike accident recently, as well, and sustained some
serious injuries. He also asks us to
pray for relief for the current famine
in the country. Many people are dying
because of lack of food.
u Vadette Nlandu, SLM Director in
the Democratic Republic of Congo,
has a project request to renovate
a building on ministry-owned property. They would like to turn the
huge building into two duplex apartments that can be rented; this will
bring in some operating funds for
their ministry. Please pray that God
will provide all the funds needed for
the project.
u Philip and Mary Thang in Myanmar
are praying for a ministry vehicle. Many
places are difficult to reach without a
vehicle, and it is expensive to rent a
vehicle, if one is even available.
u Please pray for the continued
healing and rehab of Peggy Walker
who served many years in the Order
Department of Source of Light. Several months back she had a fall that
caused severe injuries. Please pray
that God would give Ray strength as
he is her primary caregiver.
u Please pray for the urgent need
for a Chief Financial Officer at Source
of Light in Madison. This is Ray
Walker’s current position.
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In Memorial: Mary McAllister

In Memorial

By Glenn Dix

Gifts in Honor of …
Charlotte Mattocks by
The Ali Mar Organization, Ltd.

Dear Friend,

Glenn Dix by
House of Prayer Church

Let’s remember His words …

Dr. B. H. (Hap) Struthers by
Edward Gundersen

Gifts in Memory of …

May 7, 1913 – May 5, 2017
It was my great privilege to appreciate
the spiritual life and ministry of Mary
McAllister, wife of my dear friend Doug
McAllister. At 24, Mary had bravely
sailed from Brussels, Belgium, to
the Amazon rain forest to begin her
lifelong ministry of telling the Good
News of God’s Love. There she met
and married Douglas McAllister,
from Australia. Together they spent
the next 47 years as missionaries,
traveling up the Amazon on a handcrafted boat teaching and preaching
to the indigenous people of Brazil.
My first thought when I think of
Mary McAllister is what a gifted and
effective one-on-one personal soul
winner she was. She used her Gift
in a wonderful way; throughout her
full and fruitful life (she died two
days short of 104), she focused on
leading people to a saving knowledge
of Christ. When they came to work at
Source of Light, first while they were
30
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on furlough, then in retirement after
leaving Brazil, they were a great asset
to the work here. They translated
courses into Portuguese for Brazil,
and Mary later continued working in
a “retirement” village teaching Bible
and Sunday school, still correcting
SLM courses and corresponding with
Spanish and Portuguese students
about the Lord.
I have many memories of seeing
Mary go out on door-to-door visitation, introducing herself with her
characteristic radiant smile and
telling the residents about the Good
News of Jesus Christ and the salvation He offers to all. There was surely
great rejoicing in Heaven as this valiant soul winner came Home.

Myron Mattocks by
The Ali Mar Organization, Ltd.
Mary McAllister by
Sandy Creek Baptist Church, Joyce
Bearden, Edna Owens, Eula Keener
Grace Ann Bennett by
Weirwood Church, Charles Wills,
Charlotte Mattocks, Joyce Lawrence,
Hugh & Lavon Jarrell, Thomas
Sullivan, James & Marlene Sheldrake,
Emma Blume, Ed & Marion Shoff,
Mary Jane Myers, Walter Myers
Bertha Mainwaring by
Harry Whyte
Inez Galbreath by
Eula Keener
Rev. & Mrs. John Struthers by
Gavin Struthers
Dr. Luz Nacionales by
Troy Hamm
Mary Ann Gorton by
Clair Gorton
Ruth Sykes by
Virginia Williams
Zachary Ashtee Jarrell by
W. Morrison, Jr.
Herb Pollard by
Deborah Evans, Richardson Farms,
Henry Casteel, Joe & Nita Certain,
Gabriel D’Haillecourt, Helen McLeod,
James L. Knapp, Charles Hancock

Lay not up for yourselves
treasure on earth … but lay
up for yourselves treasure
in heaven … for where your
treasure is, there will your
heart be also.
(paraphrase Matthew 6:19–21)

… for in heaven we will be glad
we did.
Yours for the harvest,

Rev. Ronald J. Barnes, Jr.
General Director
Give online at:

sourcelight.org/donate
By Phone:

706.342.0397
Each gift will be used as designated with
the understanding that when any designated
need is met, the remaining gifts will be used
where most needed. Gifts are acknowledged
and receipted with an official receipt for
income tax purposes.

We are grateful to you for being
a part of the ministry of Source
of Light through your prayers
and financial support.

Current Resident or

p. 706.342.0397
f. 706.342.9072
e. slm@sourcelight.org
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